“I want to be a compassionate soul, finding worth and beauty
in the worlds around me and within me, attempting to sing a
transcendent tune with my temporal position in this life.”
							 ~ Jon Foreman

Tristan Robert Wood is a singer/songwriter/musician from
Auburn, Washington. Creator and lead of his self-released
Red Letters Project (2016). Wood was inspired by his
younger brother who battled and then lost his fight with
cancer, to serve as an inspiration and encouragement for
others.
Throughout 2017, Wood took time away from music to
spend time with his family while serving as the Worship
Pastor at Crossway Church in Auburn.
Although Tristan’s path was struck by personal tragedy, in
2018 he dedicated his efforts to his career as he redirected
his personal loss into his music so that others might also
fine a path to healing.
2018 brought two tours with The High School Nation, with
which he toured throughout the United States as both a
support musician and featured artist. Wood also released
several singles and finished out the year prepping for his
Crash & Burn music video.
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2018 High School Nation Tour:
Texas
New Mexico
Colorado
Illinois
Washington DC
Virginia

Maryland
North Carlina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

Highlight Performances:
Hardrock Cafe Seattle
House of Blues, Anaheim
iHeart Radio Interview
Good Morning Colorado
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Tristan Wood is a self produced singer/songwriter from the
West Coast. He started writing songs and playing guitar at
age 11, but he has always found a connection with music…
“My family says I hummed before I even
talked.”
					~ Tristan Wood
Tristan’s music has a pop/alternative vibe, and his goal is
for his songs to bring a message of hope and life to others.
With new management, 2019 is a big year for Tristan Wood;
it began with the release of his Crash & Burn music video,
and went on to include performing in the High School
Nation & Hollister Co. “Sit With Us” Tour.
Tristan continues to release original content, with his latest
single All I Have dropping in May 2019.
Connect with Tristan on social media for
updates of his 2019 performance schedule
and music releases!
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(253) 334-5070
Contact@TristanWoodMusic.com
TristanWoodMusic.com

